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(R1) 16:30 LIMERICK, 2m 3f 50y 

Follow Limerick On Facebook Maiden Hurdle (Class ) (5YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 752 FALAK 79 
b g Teofilo - Family

5 11 - 12 K M Donoghue
G Elliott

123

Jockey Colours: White, dark blue cross of lorraine, dark blue cap, pink star
Timeform says: Winner on the flat over 14f before switching to this yard for a winter
campaign. Put in his best run yet when a 6l 2nd of 20 at Down Royal in January when one
paced over shorter, every chance now.  (Forecast 2.00)

Notes: 

2 45P FREE CODE 18 
b g Kodiac - Gerobies Girl

7 11 - 12t Miss M O'Sullivan
(7)
E M O'Sullivan

-

Jockey Colours: Emerald green & royal blue chevrons, halved sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Five wins on the flat for James Tate and David Barron but yet to threaten
over hurdles with a 100l 5th at Cork in January before pulling up at the same track, both over
three miles. Plenty to find.    (Forecast 67.00)

Notes: 

3 343236 ALL GOOD THINGS 112 
b g Dahjee - Material Lady

6 11 - 4 C A Landers (7)
J A Nash

-

Jockey Colours: Purple, white hoop, purple sleeves, purple cap
Timeform says: Solid bumper form with numerous places and a decent third on his hurdling
bow at Limerick. Weakened over two and a half miles at Leopardstown last time and not sure
to be effective at this trip.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

4 063430 CASADEL SOL 8 
b g Presenting - Shannon Supreme

5 11 - 4 A E Lynch
K Purcell

-

Jockey Colours: White, red stars, red sleeves, check cap
Timeform says: Beaten 101l over this trip here last week at odds of 50/1, weakening rapidly
after a mistake four out. Decent bumper form but yet to really get going over hurdles and has
to improve to challenge.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

5 07 EL ROULI (FR) 41 
ch g Maresca Sorrento - Cybertina

6 11 - 4 D Robinson (5)
H de Bromhead

-

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white star, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap
Timeform says: Twice-raced maiden and beaten 57l at Gowran Park last month over two
miles on heavy ground. Stable ticking over nicely but plenty of improvement needed to take a
hand.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

6 0-P8 EUSEBIUS 27 
b g Oscar - Deanery Nellie

6 11 - 4 L P Dempsey
M M Lynch

-

Jockey Colours: White & red stripes, white sleeves, white cap, red star
Timeform says: Three races over hurdles but no signs of talent yet and beaten 37l at
Thurles last month at 100/1 when weakening late on over the two miles. Back up in trip but
impossible to make a case for yet.  (Forecast 101.00)

Notes: 

7 GREENANDWHITEARMY 
b g Craigsteel - Reynella Breeze

6 11 - 4 R C Colgan
N McKnight

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue cross sashes, royal blue cap, yellow star
Timeform says: Unraced Craigsteel gelding who was cheaply bought, for 800 Euros. Dam,
unraced and hard to gauge, and looks up against it first time out on paper.  (Forecast
41.00)

Notes: 
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8 304/00- MESSIE 568 
b g Indian Danehill - Lady Georgette

8 11 - 4 P T Enright
S Ryan

-

Jockey Colours: Maroon, maroon & beige hooped sleeves, black & beige striped cap
Timeform says: Lightly-raced maiden with five starts, three in bumpers and two over
hurdles. Beaten 106l and 34l over obstacles and off the track since September 2016. Plenty
to prove after a long lay-off.  (Forecast 101.00)

Notes: 

9 PRF3 ROBIN CAN DO 22 
br g Robin Des Champs - Calendula

6 11 - 4 A McCurtin (5)
D Leahy

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, large black spots, black spots on sleeves, yellow cap, black spots
Timeform says: Pulled up, ran out, and fell in three point to points but ran well enough when
third on his hurdling bow at Clonmel when 3rd over two miles, looking one paced. Up in trip
and can only improve.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

10 0 THE REBEL KNIGHT 19 
b g Mahler - Lucyjane

6 11 - 4 D Meyler
A J Martin

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, mauve & black hooped cap
Timeform says: Once-raced maiden who was never involved at Fairyhouse earlier this
month, sent off at 66/1 and trailing home a 33l 14th of 18. Shrewd stable and open to
improvement, well worth a market watch now.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

11 2- ISLE OF DESTINY 370 
b f Gold Well - Young Amelie

5 10 - 11 A Ring (3)
G Elliott

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, emerald green triple diamond, emerald green diamonds on sleeves, yellow
cap
Timeform says: Second in a point to point at Loughanmore last April and sold for 78,000
Euros soon after. Top stable in great form but not seen in close to a year now and may well
improve for the experience.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

12 35-278 MAG BRADY 43 
b f Kalanisi - Grangeclare Star

7 10 - 11 J M Moore
D Hickey

-

Jockey Colours: Red, white spots, red sleeves, white cap, black stars
Timeform says: Still a maiden after 5 starts with a 15l 2nd at Tramore over two miles the
highlight. Unable to repeat that in two starts since and beaten 43l at Thurles last month,
plenty to find on that form.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: Gordon Elliott seems likely to dominate here with FALAK taken to make the
most of his fitness edge to come home in front of stable companion Isle of Destiny who showed plenty
of promise in her point to point but has been off for close to a year now and lacks the hurdling
experience. Robin Can Do may get a place, though Mag Brady could also have a say.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: FALAK (1) 
2: ISLE OF DESTINY (11) 
3: ROBIN CAN DO (9)


